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THE POLITICAL ADVANTAGE OF 
MEDICARE ADVANTAGE 

 

*Brendan Williams 

Federal entitlement programs are in the crosshairs.  The Congressional 
Budget Office has projected that the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act,1 passed into law 
in December 2017, “increases the total projected deficit over the 2018–2028 
period by about $1.9 trillion.”2
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In June 2018, House Republicans unveiled a plan calling for $537 billion 
in Medicare cuts, with cuts to Medicaid as well.5  All told, “Changes to 
Medicaid and other health programs would account for $1.5 trillion in 
savings.”6  Prior efforts by the Republican Congress to repeal the Affordable 
Care Act (ACA)7
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When Romney signed health care reform in 2006, he did so in a place 
that stands out in Revolutionary history: Boston’s Faneuil Hall.  He was led 
in by a fife-and-drum corps with enormous signs by the stage stating 
“Making
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“structural reforms that will give Medicare beneficiaries more informed 
choices among competing health plans.”22 

Originally this was a gambit to attract more providers to Medicare, 
particularly in under-served rural areas.  But Clinton’s work would become 
supersized under President George W. Bush, morphing into Medicare 
Advantage plans under the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and 
Modernization Act of 2003.23  The new floor for such payments was “100% 
of fee-for-service (FFS) payments made for persons enrolled in traditional 
Medicare.”24 

In a 2008 study, the Commonwealth Fund estimated Medicare 
Advantage plans offered through insurance company intermediaries were 12 
percent more expensive than care paid for directly by the federal government 
by traditional fee-for-service (FFS) Medicare, for an average extra payment 
$986 a year higher.25  It noted that “overpayment of private plans presents a 
threat to Medicare’s efficiency—contravening the original reason for 
including a private plan option in Medicare.”26  Instead, “[t]hese extra 
payments, which represent a drain on the federal budget, could otherwise be 
used to reduce the nation’s deficit or to offset the costs of Medicare policy 
improvements.”27 

In his 2009 health care speech to a joint session of Congress, speaking 
on behalf of what would eventually become his signature accomplishment, 
President Obama stated that “[t]he only thing this plan would eliminate is the 
hundreds of billions of dollars in waste and fraud, as well as unwarranted 
subsidies in Medicare that go to insurance companies – subsidies that do 
everything to pad their profits and nothing to improve your care.”28  At last, 
there would be an effort to reign in Medicare Advantage. 

The issue was discussed early in the development of the ACA before the 
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23#4335#'6#78(496:#8;'<7#8#(3=3(#5(8>96:#?93(@A#;<7#B3#C8=3#D336#D'E37C96:#
3F8G7(>#7C3#'55'D973#B97C#H3D53G7#7'#7C3#I3@9G8H3#5H':H8E)##23#@'#6'7#C8=3#
8#(3=3(#5(8>96:#?93(@)##JD#B3#C8=3#(38H63@#?H'E#I3@KJLA#7C3#58>E367D#7'#
7C3# 5H9=873# 5(86D# 96# I3@9G8H3# J@=8678:3# 8H3# G'6D9@3H8;(># (8H:3H# 7C86# 97#
B'<(@#;3#?'H#D'E3;'@>#BC'#D78>3@#96#7H8@979'68(#I3@9G8H3)!"#
A “Medi-Scare” effort aimed at seniors began immediately, some of it 

facilitated by the government’s own vendor Humana in mailings to Medicare 
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Contrary to Republican hysteria, that was hardly tantamount to the 
elimination of this option for seniors.  Traditional fee-for-
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political intelligence just 18 minutes before the end of the trading day.51  The 
formal announcement by the federal government occurred post-trading.52  
The lobbyist, Mark Hayes, had worked for the Senate Finance Committee’s 
Republicans, under Sen. Charles Grassley (R., Iowa), as their health policy 
director and chief health counsel.
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nuke as part of ObamaCare.”59  Wryly, the editorial observed that “[t]he 
political options under ObamaCare usually come down to change for the 
worse or change for the much worse, so be thankful for small mercies.”60 

The year 2014 was supposed to ease the way into larger Medicare 
Advantage cuts.  Based on the Administration’s retreat, reacting to a 
panicked Congress, it seemed clear there would not be the political will to 
accomplish this. 

Indeed, the cycle repeated itself in April 2014.  As a  
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because “officials at the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services say the 
job of monitoring prescribing falls to the private health plans that administer 
the program, not the government.”
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MC3#C86@;''4#8G7<8((>#@3DGH9;3D#7C3#H3D7H9G79'6#8D#8#benefitA#H87C3H#7C86#8#
E86@87'H># C<H@(3# ?'H# J@=8678:3# 5(86# E3E;3HD# 7C87# 9D# 6'7# H3O<9H3@# 96#
'H9:968(#I3@9G8H3)#$#
This far removed from the cost-control promises of the ACA, Medicare 

Advantage looks like a runaway train.  Indeed, in its last rate-setting, for 
2017, the Obama Administration flew the white flag, proposing a 1.35% 
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important role in delivering high-quality and cost-effective care to Medicare 
beneficiaries. #StrengtheningMedicare.”80 

In August 2018, Verma announced that Medicare Advantage plans – but 
not traditional Medicare – would be able to negotiate drug prices with 
pharmaceutical companies.81  Patient advocates are concerned, however, 
because the new policy requires “step therapy,” whereby a patient is forced 
to try a “preferred,” cheaper drug before a more expensive (and possibly 
more efficacious) one, regardless of a physician’s dispense-as-written 
prescription.82  As one article related: “‘Going through cancer treatment is 
hard enough,’ said Chris Hansen, president of the American Cancer Society 
Cancer Action Network.  ‘Cancer patients should not be forced to ‘fail first’ 
on a drug that is known not to work for them before they are allowed to take 
the recommended treatment.’”83 

Certainly, Medicare Advantage lobbying is more powerful than ever.  In 
a February 2018 press release, Allyson Schwartz, president and CEO of the 
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T3O<9H96:# 5879367D# 7'# U?89(# ?9HD7V# '6# 8# (3DD# 3F536D9=3# 7C3H85># ;3?'H3#
';789696:#7C3#'63#7C39H#@'G7'H#5H3?3HD#E8>#;3#C8HE?<(#?'H#7C39H#G8H3A#86@#87#
7C3#=3H>#(38D7#97#96GH38D3D#7C3#8@E969D7
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insurers also game the availability of “quality bonuses” by consolidating 
lower-rated plans under higher-rated ones.99  For example, “UnitedHealth 
Group received bonus payments for 380,000 enrollees in plans that would 
not otherwise have been eligible for bonus payments.  The contracts that 
included the 380,000 enrollees were consumed by a contract with 20,000 
enrollees.”100  All told, insurers “have used the consolidation process to move 
about 20 percent of MA enrollees from contracts in nonbonus [sic] status to 
bonus status.”101 

The Trump Administration is moving to allow Medicare Advantage to 
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This allows MA plans to avoid the risk of enrolling unprofitable 
beneficiaries.”106  In effect, to maximize profit, insurers are dumping what 
would be risk to them back onto the taxpayers.107  And, as is not uncommon 
where insurers are involved, arbitrary claim denials bedevil consumers.  As 
one columnist noted regarding federal findings: 

MC3# H35'H7# ?'<6@# UB9@3D5H38@# 86@# 53HD9D7367# 5H';(3ED# H3(873@# 7'#
@3698(D#'?#G8H3#86@#58>E367#96#I3@9G8H3#J@=8678:3V#5(86DA#BC9GC#<D<8((>#
8H3# E868:3@PG8H3# XIY# 'H# KKY# 5(86D)# # MC3#J@=8678:3# 58>E367# E'@3(#
H39E;<HD3D#5(86D#8#5H3PD37#8E'<67#53H#5879367A#86@#7C9D#E8>#;3#96G3679=9N96:#
5(86D#U7'#@36>#5H38<7C'H9N879'6#'?#D3H=9G3D#?'H#;363?9G98H93DA#86@#58>E367D#
7'#5H'=9@3HDA#96#'H@3H#7'#96GH38D3#5H'?97DAV#G'6G(<@3D#7C3#H35'H7A#BC9GC#B8D#
G'6@<G73@#;>#7C3#Y??9G3#'?#Z6D53G7'H#[363H8(#QYZ[S#87#7C3#\)])#R358H7E367#
'?#X38(7C#86@#X<E86#]3H=9G3D)&%'#
Research at the University of California “found there is no evidence that 

MA enrollees have actually gotten any sicker relative to FFS beneficiaries” 
but suggested Medicare Advantage overpayments could be as much as $200 
billion.109 
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